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OSHA enforcement activity is on the
rise and so are penalties for noncompliance. Following are just a few
examples:

Administrative Law Judge
Upholds U.S. Department of
Labor Citations and Penalties to
Manufacturer that Falsely
Claimed Violations' Abatement A
judge with the Independent
Occupational Safety and Health
Review Commission upholds
citations and penalties from the U.S
Department of Labor's OSHA against
Timberline Hardwood Floors LLC, a
custom hardwood-flooring
manufacturer that falsely claimed to
have corrected previously cited
hazards. The judge's decision also
orders the company to pay $166,265
in penalties for all violations. Read

Incident App Updates

Survey Results

Check out the changes we've made
to our Incident App! We added the
ability to document Vehicle Incidents
and Property and General Liability
Incidents.

We asked how much COVID-19 has
impacted your ability to do
inspections and you responded. View
Results

We've also updated the dashboard
page to show your company's
Incidence Rate compared to the
most current BLS Incidence Rate
data for your industry group.

Check out our sample dashboard
page on our website ‐ View Our
Incident Dashboard. Be sure to
select Incidents from the menu in
the gray bar at top of page.

More...

Training Exams

Stay on top of the latest OSHA news,
initiatives, and products to help
identify and prevent workplace
hazards.

OSHA Signed An Alliance With The
North American Meat Institute More
Info
The Global Cold Chain Alliance Is
Partnering With OSHA To Serve As
An Ambassador For Workplace
Safety More Info
A New Poster, Available In English
and Spanish, Lists Steps To Protect
Automotive Service Workers
From Exposure To
Coronavirus More Info

3 Best Practices For
Communication During
A Safety Incident
Construction and manufacturing job
sites often have high-risk and low-risk
zones, and areas where a varying
number of workers are present at any
given time. The varied nature of a
construction site means that in the
event of a safety incident, a worker
may find themselves in a dangerous
situations with no help... Read More

A new feature has been added to
our Toolbox Talk App. You can now
send toolbox talks via text to your
employees. Your employees will be
able to review the toolbox talk and
answer 3 to 5 questions. If they
answer them correctly, they get
credit for the safety talk.

Scheduled Reports
Using Job Bank
We added a new feature allowing
our subscribers to schedule
Performance Reports using "Job
Bank".
The process is very easy to use and
provides analytical reports specific to
a project and delivers them via email
to your team.
It's a great way to keep you team
abreast of important safety metrics
for your worksites.

Sending Toolbox Talks via email or
Contact our support team for
text message is fee-based and starts information on how to set up
at $10 per employee per year. Price scheduled reports using Job Bank.
discounts apply based on number of
employees.
If you'd like to learn more, please
contact our sales team for
information.

"Inspector Quality"
Report
We just released a new report that
provides an overview on how well
your inspectors are doing with their
reports. It tracks number of
inspections per goal, number of
negative observations per report,
number of photos and notes with
each report.
The Inspector Quality Report is
available in Performance Reports in
your Admin site. Click below to view
a sample report. View Report

Refer a Friend
If you like our app, please take a
minute to refer a friend. For each
referral that becomes a customer,
we will send you a Safety Reports 20
oz. Yeti Tumbler! It really is that
simple! Refer a Friend

Want to Learn More?
Not familiar with Safety Reports and
would like to learn more? Click
below to schedule a no-obligation
demo! Schedule Demo

Forms App Update

Questions, need assistance?
Please contact us:

Our new Forms App is very close to
being released. It's in the beta
testing stage and should be on the
market in mid to late September.
The Forms App will convert your
paper forms to a digital format
allowing your employees to complete
the forms digitally and submit them
via email from a smartphone or
tablet. More information coming
soon!
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